ONLINE REVIEWS

HIGHLY RECOMMEND. Exquisite and truly magical experience. Plan for at least 3+ hours, we wished we had more time to really see everything. The pictures/videos don’t do it justice AT ALL. There is something for everyone here, it breathes nostalgia.

--- Kesley, Google Reviews, February 2023

Really cool experience, the whole thing was very well done and reminded me of the Smithsonian exhibits. I especially like the miniatures and doll houses, but the toy exhibits were better than I expected. They have a fun scavenger hunt activity. And an introductory film. The admission prices were already reasonable, but then we got a fantastic military discount. Parking was easy and there were numerous clean bathrooms. Great place.

--- A.M., Google Reviews, 2022

The National Museum of Toys and Miniatures is a must-see for any age group. I believe a visit will bring some long-forgotten joy to anyone for at least a day. There are toys dating back to the 1800s and beyond to delight the elderly. Toy displays from the 50s through the 70s can make the middle-aged feel young again. There are toys from the '80s, '90s, and up to the present, which are fun for younger generations. The dollhouse area is not just for little girls, although they are a dream come true for many little girls. My husband was even in awe of these displays. My favorite dollhouse was the giant one. They are just beautiful! What I liked most about this entire museum was the displays of miniatures. I cannot begin to tell you how impressive, exquisite, beautiful, and unbelievable these miniature displays are! I couldn’t get enough of them! The tiniest pieces are the most incredible! It was a wonderful experience, and I would go back again just to spend more time in the “miniatures” section.

--- Brenda, Google Reviews, October 2022

The museum is bright and modern, with excellent displays that really let the patrons learn and experience the collections. I really like the toys, seen on the upper floor, presented by era and by themes. The miniatures were overwhelming, tiny works of art of and history. The barbies and Hot Wheels were fun. The small collection of primitive video game consoles was a sweet touch.

--- Carfull, Trip Advisor, September 2022

This museum was so much more than I expected. I was in awe of the miniature furniture, paintings, instruments, people and costumes. Incredible! The paintings on a pinhead, pair of fleas dressed in clothes, and carved toothpick, that are viewed through a microscope were amazing. And to top it all off, I found my favorite sleuth, Miss Maple, standing in front of her miniature thatched cottage. Fabulous!! Don’t miss this if you are in K.C. The young ladies at the desk were very pleasant and helpful.

--- Becky, Trip Advisor, April 2022